March 2017 Commit Short Notes

Groups

- Allows API to pass calls through to plugins, allowing for URLs like /api/groups/cn/announcements/list

Members

- Removes profile access to blocked user accounts

Projects

- Adds button to unarchive a project
- Adds migrations to enable use of filesystem connectors without manual intervention
- Removes bug that decodes "+" signs into spaces which resulted in mismatched files
- Reworks styles, adds ability for managers to edit and remove posts
- Style adjustments to improve mobile behavior

Publications

- Fixes block ordering issue and allows for the deletion of a publication
- Publication - Usage: Adds explanation text, displays totals, removes confusing unique user count

Search

- Adds Solr facets to Search
- Fixes path building when indexing an uncategorized content page
- Replaces hubtypes with facets for Solr Search

Support

- Changes support_tickets group column to group_id

Tags

- Adds Courses plugin for Tags

A complete list of all commits can be found on GitHub.